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Keyword Explosion Plugin-Makes Ranking 1000's Of Keywords Reality

This Warrior Special Offer Plugin Is A Very Ingenious Way To Rank Pages On Autopilot With Very Little
Work. This Is A Limited Time Offer, And 100's Have Already Been Sold.

June 5, 2012 - PRLog -- You’ve read it right. The Keyword Explosion Plugin for Wordpress can rank any
keyword on any niche for any website. The makers of this widget Simon Greenhalgh and Brian Vance
claim that this widget does content creation automatically. Content creation is one of the biggest factor in
 attracting traffic into a website. With today’s different SEO techniques no one is safe on the number one
spot for a very long time. Several algorithm updates by Google has proven this, with this in mind most
website owners, bloggers and online marketers look for a way to rank their website high enough again on
search engine results which contributes to their website traffic.

In a recent study, most online marketers and website owners use different SEO tactics to rank number one
on SERP’s including content syndication which targets string of keywords based on their current niche. The
creator of Keyword explosion leveraged on this fact, by designing a software which automates the process.
Keyword Explosion works by capturing search terms made on major search engines, then creates contents
based on these keywords. Once the contents were created, the page is ranked high enough to show on
search engine results. Once the content ranks high enough and show on search engines a redirect code is
implemented which points to a website who requested the content to be created.

Although, several SEO experts have raised concerns about being penalized for creating several redirects,
Keyword Explosion developers reassures their customers by saying that search engine spiders will not
reach the actual content and where it redirects. A notable comment about this product claims “I have been
using this for about 2 months now and the main site I have been using this on does not make a lot of money
but there was a 48% increase from April to May. This site was also ranking #1 for my target keyword
before Penguin and you know what, my traffic is still coming in.”

For more information about the keyword Explosion Widget refer to this website 
http://www.warriorplus.com/w/a/3342q
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